
Post Flood Rock Art II Ingá Stone rock art under a new point of view!

The largest crater on Earth.
A mais larga cratera da Terra.Poike's Theory *** Research Purposes Only 

*** Apenas Propósito de Pesquisa www.poikestheory.com.br

A similar description as Ana o Keke at Easter Island, Ingá Stone at Paraíba Brazil, show an iconography that also 
reflects this event, The Pacific Drop in a very similar way.

recognized as a 
water stick for 
rituals, the large 
drawing (in pink) 
is part of the 
incoming water 
representation in 
this rock art •

the two large bodies 
approach (in purple) at the 
top of the itacoatiara

< -- dotted timeline <--

ENTERRING THIS WAYDRAWINGS AT THE ENTRANCE OF ANA O KEKE

Wave formation 
giving an impression 
of troubled waters

Fist part of the drawing 
near the entrance
Some lines may be a 
plant

Water dividing the 
sun and the moon, 
and the moon 
being sent away

Sky opening and drop a 
mass of water, part of 
the comet event

A figure of a man in the 
middle, very disturbed, 
horrified by what he’s seeing.

Fish and turtle 
struggling to keep 
up with the water

Two men 
walking 
away

rocky part
of the comet 

Sun

Cross over, 
symbols of death 
for man and plant 
or being

Possible
comet 

trail

Plant or being
looking disturbed 

at the event

Mass of water fall and 
break the plant, and 
pounding on the fish, 

••  Drawings in 
pink, we still
don’t know.

A Reed boat 

White circles 
may be a timeline 
or calendar

Bigger waves,
maybe Tsunamis

See also: Poike’s Theory Easter Island Papers
http://www.poikestheory.com.br

Flood
Symbol

Half man
sculpted

Half
natural
fracture

Winnemucca Petroglyphs, western Nevada, North America, is a possible similar,

A description of the same event, with a different iconography 
at Easter Island, Ana o Keke. (Post Food Rock Art I)

but still lack of a 3D reconstruction to better 
understand its drawings.

The approach 
of a water 
body and 

Earth

Interruption
on the 
timeline

Incoming 
volume, 

The Pacific 
Drop Event

Due to the lack of high 
resolution images, this is 
a partial interpretation!!

A first sign, 
a large wave 

coming
Time before

<--  Read this way <--

Warning 
man

The Wave

Represents the 
effects on tides at 
the approaching 
body of water

Death’s 
during and 
after the 

flood, souls 
taken.

The pouring 
down flood, the 

Pacific Drop 
representation

Post flood 
equilibrium

Survivors 
post flood

The struggle between the first 
sign and the Pacific Drop

The struggle


